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Velo3D Expands Team in Europe to
Support Growing Demand for Industrial
Metal Additive Manufacturing

Providing customers across Europe with advanced 3D-printing solutions, sales and service

CAMPBELL, California, U.S.A. & MUNICH, Bavaria, GERMANY--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- As
global demand for top-quality 3D-printed industrial parts continues to grow, California-based
Velo3D, Inc., a leader in advanced additive manufacturing (AM) for high-value metal parts,
has announced the appointment of two new Europe-based senior executives.

Managing Director, Dr. Jose Greses, will be based between Germany and Spain while Sales
Director, Xavier Fruh, will be located in France. They join Jon Porter, who was appointed
earlier this year as European Business Development Director based in the U.K.

Dr. Greses holds a Ph.D. in laser welding from the University of Cambridge (U.K.) and a
M.Sc. in Marine Technology from Cranfield University (U.K.). He has worked for a number of
leading European manufacturing companies in laser welding and 3D-printing—most recently
with GF Machining Solutions and, prior to that, for 14 years with German AM company EOS.

"Our goal is to help industries solve their engineering challenges by delivering
unprecedented design freedom, part repeatability and quality in metal 3D printing," says Dr.
Greses. "We're here to provide the European markets with a seamless transition to Velo3D's
end-to-end manufacturing solution including its advanced support-free technology."

Xavier Fruh has a Master's degree in electrical engineering from ESIGELEC Rouen and an
M.B.A. from the Strasbourg School of Management, both in France. He has years of
experience in the welding industry and most recently did business development around
Europe for four years with AddUp, a French group specializing in AM technology.

"I am passionate about innovation and technology," Fruh says. "I'm keen to support our
customers in overcoming the limits of traditional manufacturing and to help them take
advantage of everything that AM, the next generation of manufacturing engineering, has to
offer."

Benny Buller, founder and CEO of Velo3D, views his company's European growth as a sign
of greater awareness of the production metrics delivered by advanced 3D-printing systems.
"Expanding our footprint in Europe comes in response to new demand for the very highest-
achievable levels of metal AM quality that only Velo3D provides--as well as design freedom
that can unleash innovation and improve competitiveness for industries such as aerospace,
oil and gas, and alternative energy," he says.

In March, Velo3D announced plans to merge with JAWS Spitfire Acquisition Corporation
(NYSE: SPFR) and become a public company.

https://www.velo3d.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jose-greses-554758148/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/xavierfruh/
https://www.velo3d.com/press_releases/velo3d-appoints-jon-porter-to-lead-expansion-of-commercial-operations-throughout-europe/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benny-buller-6583651/
https://www.velo3d.com/press_releases/velo3d-a-leader-in-the-rapidly-growing-high-value-metal-additive-manufacturing-market-to-become-public-company/
https://www.nyse.com/quote/XNYS:SPFR


To learn more about how Velo3D empowers engineers and designers to imagine more and
additively manufacture nearly anything, follow Velo3D on LinkedIn or visit velo3d.com.

About Velo3D

Velo3D, one of Fast Company’s 2021 World’s Most Innovative Companies, empowers
engineers and designers to imagine more and additively manufacture nearly anything with a
fully-integrated patented solution of software, hardware, and process-control featuring
FlowTM print preparation software, AssureTM quality assurance software and the Sapphire®

family of laser powder bed 3D printers. Velo3D additive manufacturing solutions for 3D-
printing high-value metal parts allow for previously impossible geometries, so businesses
can make the mission-critical parts they need without compromise. Customers include some
of the world’s most visionary companies, such as Aerojet Rocketdyne, Chromalloy,
Honeywell, LAM Research and Raytheon Technologies. For more information, follow Velo3D
on LinkedIn or visit velo3d.com.
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